Intuitive Collection Portal

MEET YOUR NEW VIRTUAL HEALTHCARE COLLECTION AGENCY
Meduit One is Meduit’s online Virtual
Agency, designed to be a cost-effective
method for healthcare providers to
accelerate cash flow and manage past
due accounts online. The unmatched
experience of Meduit, now perfectly
tuned to meet your needs.
Virtual Workflow
Once uploaded, accounts are processed
utilizing our proven and industry
leading digital collections workflow.
Scoring & Skip Tracing
Accounts are run through our scoring
and skip tracing waterfall to ensure the
proper collection techniques are
employed based on the account’s
characteristics.

Meduit One State-of-the-Art Collection Services
Meduit offers extensive collection programs with flexible options that allow
increased management control for aged and harder to collect accounts.
Recognizing the need for a cost-effective approach healthcare providers,
Meduit One is an online, self-service client portal enabling clients the ability to
apply industry leading collection techniques designed to meet your needs.
Available 24/7/365, Meduit One allows for client self-service account
uploading, reporting, invoicing and online client payment options through our
secure client portal. And your patients experience our people first mentality
combined with our virtual collections approach that utilizes digital
technology. Our fees are only assessed if we collect, ensuring you only pay for
success!
Meduit One is continually being enhanced to ensure our collection approach is
both cutting edge, yet user and patient friendly. And because of the
automation from start to finish, you can sign up quickly online!

Collection Techniques
Specific score bands receive unattended
calls, instructions directing them to our
online payment portal, inbound IVR,
automatic settlement offers and credit
reporting (optional).
Security & Compliance
Meduit One is encrypted and highly
secure while collection processes are
compliant with state and federal
regulations.
Online Chat
Clients have access to chat with a client
services representative for assistance
utilizing the portal.

Meduit | Driving Revenue Cycle Performance
Meduit is dedicated to combining state-of-the-art accounts receivable
management, a sophisticated and highly experienced healthcare financial
consulting team, and advanced technology to repeatedly deliver higher net
recovery rates.
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CONTACT US AT:
Email: contact@meduitone.com
meduitone.com
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